“Versatile, user-friendly, powerful and flexible: the viewer you dreamt of is here at last!”

This state-of-the-art multimodality viewer, which cleverly puts at your fingertips all your everyday tools, can be mastered in minutes. Myrian™ Pro is extremely versatile and also incredibly user-friendly, having been carefully designed to combine effective diagnostic results and sheer pleasure of use. Simplified reading of patient CDs, instantaneous MPR reconstruction, slice thickening, synchronized side-by-side comparison, image scrapbook, import, export, print-out, CD burning: you’ll soon be wondering how you could get by without it. Join the community of loyal Myrian™ users: whether your work is mobile or sedentary in a large hospital or a small practice, you will make your everyday life easier by simply installing Myrian™ Pro onto your laptop or desktop and connecting instantly to the image network.

Dr Pierre HAUPTMANN
Radiology Clinic, Mulhouse (France)
«I chose Myrian™ as my own private diagnosis tool on account of both its ease of use and its sophisticated functionalities. It really is designed to optimise our private practice.

The fact that it opens any patient CD within the same Myrian™ interface avoids using a multiplicity of limited-function viewers, which saves a lot of valuable time. I am able to interpret any type of study from a CT scanner, an MRI or any other modality. Its smooth navigation, instant MPR reconstruction and annotation tools are very effective.»

Prof. Benoît GALLIX
Montpellier University Hospital (France)
«We have implemented Myrian™ Pro solutions throughout the University Hospital Centre on several hundred stations to complement our PACS. Myrian™ is also very handy for reading patient CDs or in medical staff meetings. It is also used during hospital room visits to patients and even by surgeons themselves to select key images for the operating room.»

www.myrian.fr/pro
Instant MPR
Instantly rebuild your images in all planes in one touch

Slice thickening
Slices seem too thin? No problem, Myrian™ has a tool to increase slice thickness

Register and compare
Register your studies in all MPR frames in just one click to enable a detailed comparison in synchronized mode

Reference lines and anatomic centre
Easily spot your exact location at all times thanks to reference lines and the anatomic centre

Smart annotations
No more stress at medical staff meetings: retrieve all your annotations at once

Measurements
Length, angle, surface or density measurements, Myrian™ can calculate them all

Multimodality
Display native or reconstructed images from any modality without having to switch workspace

CD reading
Import all your studies using the one and same Myrian™ interface

Smart display and advanced post-processing
- Multimodality visualisation (CR/DR, CT, MRI, PET, US…)
- Customizable workspace, integrated monitor calibration
- Instant MPR reconstruction in axial, coronal and sagittal planes
- Slice thickening in average mode
- Synchronized study comparison in any MPR plane
- Windowing, zooming, panning and cine mode
- Direct access to all series belonging to the same patient
- Synchronized navigation with the anatomic centre
- Cross-reference lines and axes for MRI series

Advanced tools
- Length, angle, surface and density measurements
- Density histogram
- Arrow signage, smart annotations
- Selecting, saving and customizable printing of key images

Communication
- Print to DICOM and/or Windows® printers
- Import entire studies from the network in just one click
- Smart study management: status, comments, filters
- Export series or individual images in multiple formats (DICOM, JPEG, TIFF, BMP…)

Tools
DICOM CD production with a built-in viewer
Study anonymizing with integrated encryption for conferences or research
Diagnostic class certification

User-friendliness and support
- Smart launch of any DICOM CD with preview
- Simplified multilanguage user interface
- Customizable mouse functions, user preferences and keyboard shortcuts
- Context help, wizards and clinical guides
- Integrated access to support and ISO 9001 certified hotline
- Full one-year guarantee including product updates and upgrades, maintenance contract

Compatibility
- Runs on Windows® XP, Windows® Vista®. Windows® 7™
- DICOM connectivity: Store SCL/SCP, Query SCL, Print SCL

Available options
- DicomCreator
- ReportCreator
- MultiMonitor
- SafeViewCreator
- AviCreator
- ProtocolCreator
- QuizCreator
- PrintCalibrator